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Delegation test plan
Service Description
Delegation is used to delegate clients' credentials to a service. The service and client logic of delegation is
done using the java delegation library. This testplan contains the descriptions for the tests for that library.
Delegation java is not a standalone service and needs to be integrated to another service to be used. Hence
these tests are implemented as jUnit tests and test the routines for delegating credentials work as expected.

Features/Scenarios to be tested
'Server backend tests'

This tests should check that the server can use both database (test not implemented) and file backends.
Normal workflow - correct input

A proxy is delegated for both cases.
Pass/Fail Criteria

If the proxy is visible in the filesystem/database the test succeeds, otherwise it fails.
Error workflow - erroneous input

N/A
Pass/Fail Criteria

Delegation is present in the backend storage.
'Delegate proxy'

This tests should check that proxy delegation
Normal workflow - correct input

normally try to delegate a proxy in following cases:
• using getProxyReq without an explicit delegation ID
• using getProxyReq with explicit delegation ID
• using getProxyNewReq with the default delegation ID
• Race condition test (not implemented)
♦ starting a delegation (A) for a given ID
♦ starting and finishing delegation (B) for the same ID
♦ putting a proxy for delegation (A)
Pass/Fail Criteria

In all succesfull cases, the result should be a working proxy. This should be confirmed on the storage side.
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Error workflow - erroneous input

Test following cases, try delegating (using both getProxyReq and getNewProxyReq where possible)
• by putting proxy without having started a delegation (not implemented)
• by putting a proxy with an already existing delegation with that ID
• by generating an already existing delegation ID (not implemented)
• by delegating with an delegation ID used by another user (not implemented)
Pass/Fail Criteria

Successful scenarios should result with a proxy in the backend storage.
'Renew proxy'

This tests should check that proxy renewal works
Normal workflow - correct input

normally try to renew an existing proxy in following cases:
• using an explicit delegation ID
• using the default delegation ID (not implemented)
Pass/Fail Criteria

In all cases, the result should be a working proxy. This should be confirmed on the storage side.
Error workflow - erroneous input (not implemented)

Test following cases, try renewing a proxy
• when there is no proxy with that ID (explicit)
• when there is no proxy with that ID (default)
• the delegation ID is used by another user
Pass/Fail Criteria

All successful delegations should result with a new delegation, with newer expiration time.
'Destroy proxy'

This tests should check that proxy removal works
Normal workflow - correct input

normally try to destroy an existing proxy in following cases:
• using an explicit delegation ID
• using the default delegation ID
Pass/Fail Criteria

In all cases, the proxy should have been removed
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Error workflow - erroneous input

Test following cases, try destorying a proxy (not implemented)
• when there is no proxy with that ID (explicit)
• when there is no proxy with that ID (default)
• the delegation ID is used by another user
Pass/Fail Criteria

All successful scenarios should result with the existing delegation removed form the backend storage.
'Get proxy information'

This tests should check that proxy removal works
Normal workflow - correct input

normally try to get info from an existing proxy in following cases:
• using an explicit delegation ID
• using the default delegation ID
Pass/Fail Criteria

In all cases, the proxy lifetime should be retrieved
Error workflow - erroneous input

Test following cases, try get info for a proxy
• when there is no proxy with that ID (explicit)
• when there is no proxy with that ID (default) (not implemented)
• the delegation ID is used by another user (not implemented)
Pass/Fail Criteria

All successful scenarios should result with the valid proxy information (expiration time).
'Delegation with RFC and legacy proxies'

This tests should check that delegation should result with the same type of proxy as given.
Normal workflow - correct input

Delegation with RFC proxy results with delegated RFC proxy and legacy proxy results with legacy proxy.
Pass/Fail Criteria

Pass if the proxy is of the same type as the original proxy with both types of proxies.
Error workflow - erroneous input
Pass/Fail Criteria

All successful scenarios should result with the valid proxy in the backend storage.
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'Delegation with voms proxy'

This tests should check that delegation with voms proxy succeeds.
Normal workflow - correct input

Delegation with voms proxy results with a valid voms proxy.
Pass/Fail Criteria

Pass if in the backend storage there is a valid proxy when delegating with voms proxy.
Error workflow - erroneous input
Pass/Fail Criteria

All successful scenarios should result with the valid proxy in the backend storage.
'Delegation while limiting proxies'

This tests should check that delegation should create a limited proxy when asked to.
Normal workflow - correct input

4 cases tested
• legacy proxy limiting asked by client
• legacy proxy limiting asked by server
• rfc proxy limiting asked by client
• rfc proxy limiting asked by server
Pass/Fail Criteria

Pass if in all cases the proxies are limited.
Error workflow - erroneous input
Pass/Fail Criteria

All successful scenarios should result with the valid proxy in the backend storage.

Features not to be tested
'Feature Summary'
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